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The purpose of the study is to explore how Chinese government-owned media 
outlets have evolved from simply being public service providers into commercialized 
broadcast networks with audience-oriented programming contents. One key question 
to be answered is if the Beijing Renmin Radio Station in the case study managed to 
fulfill its obligation as a public service provider while also generating revenue as a 
commercial property. 
The study is conducted inside the Beijing Renmin Radio Station, a leading radio 
network in the capital of China. The research focuses on the station’s strategic 
adjustments in finding the balance between the Communist Party’s “eyes and ears” 
and entertaining the general public. Interviews and participant observations in the 
station are used to collect qualitative data while industry, financial, and rating reports 
serve as the resources of quantitative data. Overall, the goal of the on-site research is 
to explore the correlation between cross-platform production flow and operational 
revenue of the Radio Station in a commercialized environment.  
With information that covers content production, program renewal, profit 
generation and audience interaction process in Beijing Renmin Radio Station, the 
research demonstrates how a typical public broadcasting entity in China has evolved 
in terms of profit maximization. 
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Chapter	  1:	  Introduction	  
Problem Statement 
Public Broadcasting has long been perceived as a media service for educational 
and informational programming (The World Television and Radio Council, 2002). 
Pursuit of commercial profit at a public broadcast station often arouses ethical 
questions and criticisms, especially when it involves the compromising of public 
service. But what if there were only state-owned media outlets and no private media 
networks in a market? Is it still possible for a public station to run like a for-profit 
commercial entity, while fulfilling its obligation as a public broadcasting network at 
the same time? 
In fact, Mainland China is very much like the market described above. The State 
Administration of Radio, Film and Television (SARFT) is a department under the 
State Council of the People's Republic of China. This department oversees the 
state-owned radio, film and television business in Mainland China. According to the 
“Regulations on Radio and Television Management” written by SARFT:  
…All radio and television stations should be established by local or state 
government; …No other entities, individual is legally allowed to set up any 
broadcasting networks. The State Council prohibits any foreign capital, or 
combination of domestic and foreign capital to be involved in the operation of 
television stations or radio stations in China.  
This regulation made the media market in Mainland China into a market filled 
with state-owned broadcasting stations without outside influences, either foreign or 
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domestic. However, the competition between broadcasters is still intense. Funded by 
the government, the state-owned broadcast networks have the obligation of serving 
the general public. At meantime, with the advocacy on “market economy” (Fabbri, 
2006), the political element in media market has been gradually reduced since the 
People’s Republic of China first decided to reform its management in media 
enterprises in 1980 (M., Kivlehan-Wise and C., Welch 2010). The state’s 
game-changing policy on economic modernization allowed media outlets in China to 
sell commercial advertisements. Consequently, it triggered the commercialization 
process among state-owned broadcasting stations. And each station has developed its 
own ways to maximizing the operation revenue. 
How exactly does a public service broadcaster manage to make profit through its 
every day operation? Is it still a public station after all the changes? Is it possible to 
manage the balance between serving the general public as a state-owned media and 
offering appealing content to audience as a commercial station? 
Purpose of Study 
The purpose of the study is to explore how Chinese government-owned media 
outlets have evolved from being solely a vehicle of propaganda into commercialized 
broadcast networks filled with audience-oriented programming content. One key 
question to be answered is if the Radio Station in the case study managed to fulfill its 
obligation as a public service provider while also providing revenue as a commercial 
property. 
On May 31, 2010, Beijing Renmin Radio Station, Beijing Television Station and 
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Gehua Cable network, two of the major broadcast networks and leader in cable 
operators in Beijing, were selected as one of the pilot programs for “Three-Network 
Convergence”, which advocated the enhancing of user experience by bundling 
internet, cable and telecommunication service (Xin and Wang, 2010). As a result, 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station was selected as the subject of the case study for this 
thesis to demonstrate how a public media company is adapting to the emerging 
market. 
The study conducted inside the Radio Station focused on the station’s strategic 
adjustments to find the balance between being the Communist Party’s “eyes and ears” 
and entertaining the general public. The analysis in Chapter 5 reveals how changes 
have been made in the programming line-up, content and production flows inside the 
Radio Station. Interviews were conducted with members of the advertising 
department to learn about the profit generation process. Furthermore, the station’s 
policy on listener involvement is analyzed based on the observation and interviews on 
audience interaction activities in the station. 
There are several reasons why the study deserves attention from China, as well 
as the global media industry. First, the convergence project will form the first and 
most integrated value chain in China’s broadcasting industry, for the new company 
owns major firms that cover production, radio and television networks, cable 
distribution, mobile television and internet service. The convergence program is 
advocated by the deputy secretary-general of State Administration of Radio, Film and 
Television (SARFT), which demonstrates the government’s determination on this 
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issue. Thus, a study on one of the participating media institutions could offer insights 
for future development of the media conglomerate. Second, being a public media 
corporation, the newly established Beijing Broadcast and Cable Network enjoys solid 
political background and financial support by the dominant Party in China, which 
makes it very challenging for the new network to create a dual-mode that serves the 
government and appeals to audience at the same time. Third, Beijing Renmin Radio 
Station, a significant composition of the new network, keeps refreshing the record of 
the highest advertising revenue in China’s radio broadcasting network every year. The 
fact that it is one of the most profitable media outlets controlled by the Communist 
Party deserves attention on how it has gained its achievement today. Finally, the study 
is expected to show if audiences are considered as consumers of the network or 
citizens of China. The analysis of the Radio Station’s structure and in-depth research 
on its audience-oriented content production is crucial to demonstrate the audience 
strategy of the Radio Station and other Chinese public media institutions. 
Key Definitions 
There are different ways to define the term “commercialization” depending on 
the industry to which it is associated (Saurombe, 2006). One of the most generally 
accepted definitions is “to cause something having only a potential income-producing 
value to be sold, manufactured, displayed or utilized so as to yield income or raise 
capital”(Financial Times, Sep, 19, 1996 p.xxi). Since this paper concentrates on the 
media industry, the definition of “commercialization” is somehow varied from the 
original one. 
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Yaron Katz states that “Media commercialization is defined as the transfer of 
influence to the free market, in all that falls under public policy, programming and 
advertising”(Katz, 2005). This definition included the elements evolved in the 
commercialization in a media entity. Meanwhile, Shirk claimed that 
commercialization involves shifting the primary goal from serving the public (as 
defined by the Chinese State) to making profit. In particular, “Commercialization” 
meant a radical configuration of the relationships between media and audience, the 
tight grip of propaganda and apparatus notwithstanding (Shirk, P 41, 2010). This 
definition specified the application of media commercialization in the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC). This definition is closely related to the topic of the thesis, 
and would be the reference of the term “commercialization” throughout the paper. 
Even though commercialization is used to describe the market changes that 
happened in public broadcast networks in Mainland China, it is not to be confused 
with “privatization” of public broadcasters (Zhao, 1998; Kivlehan-Wise & Welch, 
2010). Wasko, Murdock and Sousa (2011) call “Privatization” the transfer of property 
and/or operations from state or public ownership and control into private hands. 
Obviously, the operation and ownership of Beijing Renmin Radio Station is still in 
the hands of the local government. The difference after commercialization is that the 
operation team has switched its primary goal from serving the public to serving the 
public while making profit. After all, SARFT has clearly stated that no private or 
foreign capital could legally gain ownership in any broadcast media network in China. 
The last pair of terms to be defined is public broadcasting service and 
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state-owned broadcasting service. The World Television and Radio Council (2002) 
has given the definition of public broadcasting service: 
Neither commercial nor State-controlled, public broadcasting’s only raison 
d’etre is public service. It is the public’s broadcasting organization; it speaks to 
everyone as a citizen. Public broadcasters encourage access to and participation in 
public life. They develop knowledge, broaden horizons and enable people to better 
understand themselves by better understanding the world and others. 
There isn’t a clear definition about the ownership of a public broadcaster. 
However, a state owned media outlet usually has the duty of public service. In some 
countries such as Malaysia, public media is also state-owned media (Banerjee & 
Seneviratne, 2006). In particular BBC, established by the Royal Charter in the United 
Kingdom, is operated as a public service broadcaster with also some commercial 
venues (BBC World Service, 2009). Therefore, there is no absolute barrier between 
public broadcasters and state-owned media. In other words, a state-owned media 
outlet could run commercial content while maintaining its public service duties. This 
is also very true in Mainland China. Beijing Renmin Radio Station in particular, is a 
state-owned and funded broadcast network with public service obligations since its 
establishment in 1949. However, it has evolved to adapt to market competition and 
developed various ways of revenue generation. 
Background and Overview of China’s Broadcasting Market 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station was established on February 2, 1949, even before 
People’s Republic of China was established. It has developed into a station with 13 
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channels of radio programs ranging from government news to entertainment, which 
covers not only Beijing but multiple markets in northern China. The Radio Station has 
over 500 employees and about 40% of the staff work at the station’s in-house 
production center. The official website www.RBC.cn offers both live streaming and 
recap of radio and video programs, along with user forum and blogs. 
The market share of RBC in the City of Beijing is 69.6% among all the 
competitors (Suo fu Rui Radio Ratings Report, 2011). As a government entity, the 
commercialized operation system it adopted turned the company into the most 
valuable radio station nationwide. Its 864 million RMB advertising revenue in the 
year of 2011 is the highest in radio industry all over China. Even in a situation where 
audience is moving away from conventional media with the prevalence of mobile 
device, RBC’s net income kept growing year after year, thanks to its distribution 
policy on adopting new technology to keep up with the changing behavior of its 
audience.  
Beijing Traffic Channel multiplied its revenue by 50 times from 3 million RMB 
to 150 RMB in the last ten years (Scotton & Hachten, 2010). As one of the 9 
broadcast channels owned by Beijing Renmin Radio Station, Beijing Traffic Channel 
assisted the station to be the most profitable radio network across China. This is a 
tremendous amount of income for a local, government-owned radio station, which 
makes the station an ideal candidate for the case study focusing on the 
commercialization of public broadcasting network. Currently, there are 3 radio 
networks available in Beijing and Beijing Renmin Radio Station takes up 69.6% of 
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the market share (Suo Fu Rui Raio Ratings Report, 2011). According to the 
<Regulation on Broadcast Management> by SARFT, foreign capital investments and 
private ownership is prohibited in broadcast media outlets. (SARFT, 1997) The 
deliberate government policy on broadcast networks in China has set up a great hurdle 
for private or foreign capital, making it extremely difficult for them to enter the 
broadcast market in Mainland China (Zhao, 2000). On the contrary, due to the fact 
that media institutions are wholly or at least majorly owned and controlled by the 
dominant Party in China, the line between “government owned” and “public” 
broadcast network is, therefore, very vague.  
Expected Findings and Contributions to Media Industry 
Given the research questions and methodology listed above, the study 
demonstrates how the production unit of public broadcasting system in China has 
evolved in order to maximize operation profit while maintaining its nature of the 
government’s “eyes and ears”. The controversy on this subject is if such tradeoff 
exists and is feasible in public media outlets. 
Based on the understanding of public broadcasting system and its functionality in 
the media environment under the control of Chinese government, the thesis examines 
the controversy of profit generation and public service function. Brief introduction of 
the organization is needed in order to illustrate the production flow of the station. 
Narrative data from the observation of the Radio Station was then collected as a first 
hand resource to reveal the internal operation and management policy of the Radio 
Station. Through day to day observation, in-depth interview with senior management 
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personnel of the Radio Station, rating, revenue and industry report provides numeral 
data that demonstrates the operational performance of the station (December, 2012). 
Furthermore, a look over cross-platform program performance and audience 
interaction approaches would be used to clarify the program orientation of the station, 
which might further support or reverse the viewpoint that the programming of the 
Radio Station is audience oriented and aimed to maximize the profit of the station.  
Overall, the research examined the programming content, production workflow, 
audience interaction and revenue generation process of the station, and draw 
conclusion based on both first hand research and second hand data. The study of 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station can be migrated to learn about other major public 
media outlets in China and reveal their attitude towards audience, that is, if they are 
still simply considered the citizens of China or consumers of commercial products.  
It is very difficult for a scholar to gain access to any public media institution in 
China without connections. Since this paper studies the commercialization of public 
broadcast networks internally, it provides more concrete details than studies that 
covered this issue from external perspectives because the research was conducted on 
site from December 2011 to January 2012. 
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Chapter	  2:	  Literature	  Review	  
Overview of Media landscape in China 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, “three network convergence” is the 
process of bundling broadcast, cable and internet into one package. While this service 
is already available in the western market, it remains a new concept in China. The 
consolidation is a result of maturity of the media industry in the western market and 
that the media market in China is still not in a mature enough stage to make such big 
changes (Lu, 2005). 
One of the motivations of consolidation between media entities is the need to 
resist external threat from foreign media groups (Lu, 2005). As a matter of fact, 
horizontal integration can upgrade the scale of company, but a simple growth on size 
is not the enough to compete against leading media groups coming from outside of 
China. The core is the content quality and the advantage of culture recognition (Lu, 
2005). 
The severe competition that comes with globalization is another factor that leads 
to media convergence and merger (Suzuki, 2008). The World Trade Organization's 
treaty on open telecommunications markets opened the Chinese market to foreign 
capital Nevertheless, with the protective policy of domestic ownership, the flow of 
international merger & acquisition alliances will most likely stay on the same 
track-outbound-with U.S. firms acquiring foreign firms instead of the other way 
around ("Markey Seeks New," 1997). Such international expansion is essential in 
establishing the United States' position as the leader in the emerging market and 
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elevating U.S.-based firms to a major supplier. This confirmed the fact that even 
though foreign companies are not allowed to own any Chinese media entities there is 
enough potential profit to encourage them to explore the Chinese market. Joint 
venture and collaboration have given foreign companies access to the Chinese market.  
Once the media groups attempt to acquire consolidation and integration, which 
are commonly considered as a market strategy, the government feature of the entity 
would be somehow diminished (Zhao, 2000). Meanwhile, the media company is 
powered and funded by the government. The fact that most media groups don’t have 
the concern of looking for investment has weakened their market competence 
motivation. Thus, consolidation will produce a conflict between the operation and 
ownership inside the media company due to the unique attribute of media networks in 
China (Zhao, 2000). 
Zhao Also points out that the drive to pursue more profits may lead media 
companies to produce content that will bring in more advertising fees but won’t 
necessarily be of high quality. Such examples can be found in the rising number of 
reality shows in the States since the production cost of the program is extremely low 
comparing to script television series, but with a popular the viewership and revenue it 
draws are not so different (McCabe & Akass, 2007).  
Content Production and its relationship with management 
Content is considered the key factor in a company that offers media products to 
consumers (Windeler & Sydow, 2001). Project network, sometimes called producer 
commission system has certain advantages that were hard to achieve by in-house 
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production. It is believed that outsourced production project could lower production 
and management cost, offer specialized human talents and incentives for employees 
The production flow in the broadcasting industry follows the pattern of Hollywood 
production studios, that is, as the industry grows mature, the value chain 
disaggregated into segments (Windeler & Sydow, 2001). Each section of the value 
chain is getting more focused on a niche aspect of whole production and distribution 
process, rather than one company does it all  
As mentioned earlier, the defect of consolidation is that media companies tend to 
favor revenue-oriented programs over higher quality content (Lu, 2005). This is 
especially an important statement for China’s media industry. Since not only are the 
media entities owned and financially supported by the government, these media 
outlets have together formed a monopoly in the broadcast market all across China. 
Thus, it brings up the new challenge between profit maximization and public 
obligation. China Central Television has long been the most dominating and 
profitable television broadcaster in Mainland China (Wasko, 2010). A potential 
competition for state-owned broadcasters is a cable service that offers a variety of 
choice for international investors since they are not allowed to own broadcast 
networks in China. Cable, however, carries more premium channels with exclusive 
content than broadcast networks, which could open another gate for international 
syndicators to export their products to Chinese market. Such examples includes 
Discovery channel, a global media company based in America that has been 
cooperating with Beijing TV Teens Cable Channel for nearly 16 years. It has received 
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profound income and brand recognition in Mainland China (Discovery Asia Pacific, 
2010). As a result, Discovery is one of the first international content providers that 
entered the China market using the vehicle of cable service. To compete with 
international syndicators, public media have to improve the content they produce. 
However, their duty as the government’s eyes and ears could put limitations on their 
content production. 
China has just recently increased the involvement of outsourced production 
companies in the production of public media content after SARFT’s announcement of 
“Notice on the Separation of Television Production and Broadcast” (2004). The 
combination of production and broadcast in state-owned media outlets has created 
huge overheads due to the lack of market-driven distribution system. Hence, a change 
in the production and broadcast system could be the signs of commercialization of 
broadcasters in China (Donald, Keane & Hong, 2002). 
As a result of producer commission system, the number of independent studios is 
growing and the cost of equipment is rising. The disaggregate model of film industry 
infers that outsourced production is necessary to cut production cost, and the theory is 
duplicable in broadcasting industry (Windeler & Sydow, 2001). Outsourced 
production leads the public company to convergence with private production studios. 
Public companies learned programming and branding for their entity through the 
process of commercialization. As the scale of cooperation grows, the number of 
programs produced has grown, as well as choices for the audience. In Germany, many 
public companies have switched into a dual system in which in-house and outsourced 
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production coexists. 
Correspondingly, public companies in China are planning to compete against 
each other for more market share in response to the Chinese government’s policy on  
the Demutualization management of government owned entity (Wang & Sun, 2002).  
So considering former transformation in the western media industry, it is inevitable 
that China experience disaggregation in the media value chain. 
Although outsourced production is sometimes considered a short-term solution 
to talent shortage, the outsourced production model is not a temporary cooperation. 
(Windeler & Sydow, 2001). Because the key to efficient production is mutual 
knowledge between the editor and producer, an experienced producer from an 
independent or private studio knows how to select content for a public broadcasting 
company (Chan-Olmsted & Chang, 2003).. Once this cooperation established, it’s 
difficult for other firms to enter this relationship especially if one of the player is a 
public entity with close attachment to the government. 
To conclude, outsourced production is cost-effective, innovative and original. 
Rules and regulations on outsource production still need to be specified. But it’s an 
undeniable fact that project network will support the evolution of emerging value 
chain and calls for adjustment on managerial strategy. Especially in the case of 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station, the network is strongly related to the authority in 
China. Therefore, what and how the content control is done internally cannot be 
ignored when it comes to the commercialization of the public broadcasting network. 
Characteristic and Strategy of Public Broadcasting Network in Changing Market 
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A study By Syversten in 1992 on public broadcasting corporations analyzed the 
characteristics, privileges, challenges those companies are facing in a changing media 
environment (Syvertsen 1992). Those challenges include insufficient funding, reduced 
role from government, and the scarcity of spectrum (Brown, 1996).  
Even though there are differences between China and western countries on the 
definition of public broadcasting, the public broadcsters share similar privileges of an 
economic nature; broadcasting in particular enjoys secured funding besides 
advertising revenue, and the privilege to broadcast over the air to the general public 
have been among the most valuable privileges. Despite the differences in social 
system, studies on western public broadcasting company can still provide insights on 
the analysis of Chinese public broadcasting corporation considering the similar public 
service obligations they have in common.  
The goals of public broadcasting across cultures show a striking resemblance, 
they all demonstrate: (1)universality of geographic coverage and audience reach, and 
a common reference point and forum for all members of the public; (2) pluralistic, 
innovative, and varied programming, independent of both government and market 
forces; (3) concern for national culture, language, and identity as well as a reflection 
of ideas and beliefs in a multiethnic and multicultural society; (4) accountability 
toward society and the audience. (Bardoel, 2008: 1) 
As a return for the privilege, most public broadcasters are obliged to fulfill 
certain obligations defined by the government. These go beyond satisfying the needs 
of the consumers and are linked instead to more profound cultural and social purposes. 
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The first obligation as well as privilege is universal coverage: that the services should 
be accessible to the whole population. It is a dual factor because in order to reach as 
much audience as possible, the government usually offers technology support to the 
broadcaster, which also favors other programs carried by the broadcaster. Second, 
there is a set of content requirements, most typically that programming should be 
diverse and of high quality, that “minorities” and smaller “niche groups” can also be 
served, and that news and political issues should be covered in an impartial manner 
(Brown, 1996). However, in the case of China, it is unrealistic to expect a 
censorship-free environment when all media entities are owned and controlled by the 
government This special issue leads to the third obligation that includes the duty to 
protect and strengthen national culture and identity. This implies that broadcasters 
should support arts and culture, that they uphold a national social and cultural sphere, 
and that they refrain from anything that could potentially threaten “the national 
interest.” 
Despite the cultural differences, what these obligations share in common is that 
they aim to serve citizens, rather than consumers. From another point of view, it can 
be inferred that the content is more informative than entertaining. 
However, things were different in Beijing Renmin Radio Station. Although the 
station still has the obligation to cover government affairs, the program volume and 
diversity of programs have changed dramatically. An overview of program schedule 
and analysis of ratings will be expanded in the Chapter 5 of the thesis. 
In terms of structure control, certain departments are set up to assess the 
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performance of the privileged institutions and ensure that the obligations are 
interpreted in line with the government consensus. In the case of RBC, the station is 
directly under the control of Beijing Municipal Bureau of Radio, Film and Television. 
It is a local affiliate of the State Administration of Radio Film and Television (SARFT) 
in China.  
On a global scale, the process of internationalization or globalization of cultural 
expression also raises challenges in regard to the obligations aspect of the public 
broadcasting. The audience is now exposed to more information delivered through 
various media platforms. Thus it is even more difficult for the public broadcasters to 
fulfill their obligation to protect national identity and culture. 
Although publicly regulated broadcasters enjoy a high degree of political support, 
they are facing rising challenges  from private production companies looking for 
popular and profitable programs. In China, since all broadcasting networks are 
“public” and funded by the Party, it is not up to the market to decide whether public 
broadcasters should be allowed to expand into new and potentially profitable areas. 
So the questions remains is, what competitive advantage is there for each broadcast 
network and how can these public media entities compete against each other in a 
market without foreign competitors. 
Another controversial question raised by the nature of public service 
broadcasting is its relationship with new technology (Bonet, Fernández-Quijada & 
Ribes, 2011). Currently in the U.S. market, digital signal content is available in major 
DMAs (Designated Market Area) along with the original analog format. However, 
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digitalization of transmission for public service media has caused some debate due to 
its mission of serving “general interests” (Bonet, Fernández-Quijada & Ribes, 2011). 
The liberalization of the radio spectrum has led to even more acute criticisms of the 
public broadcasting sector, with the private sector denying the right of public 
broadcasters to cutting-edge technology, because it is considered that such services go 
beyond ‘the general interest’ or disputing the public use of frequency bands 
(European Commission, 1998, 1999) in an attempt to secure the digital dividends. 
The scarcity of frequency is one of the biggest concerns in a market where public 
and private media coexist (Bonet, Fernández-Quijada & Ribes, 2011). This conflict, 
however, is somehow reduced in China because of the legislation on media ownership. 
As a matter of fact, the competition over the usage frequency is often found between 
telecom service companies and broadcast networks. China Telecom and China 
Unicom, two leaders of the mobile and telephony service in China, are not 
surprisingly also state-owned enterprises (BAMC, 2011). Therefore, the conflict is 
more often settled based on the assignment by the government. Correspondingly, 
whether the advance adoption technology has exceeded the demand of the public is 
less of an intense situation in China. According to "Three Represents", namely that 
the Party must always represent the development trend of China's advanced 
productive forces, the orientation of China's advanced culture and the fundamental 
interests of the overwhelming majority of the Chinese people, is the crystallization of 
the Party's collective wisdom and a guiding ideology the Party must follow for a long 
time to come, said the ex-president Jiang Zemin in his report (Jiang, 2001). “The 
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orientation of China’s advanced culture and the fundamental interest of the 
overwhelming majority of the Chinese people” can be interpreted as the “general 
interests” in the obligation of public broadcasting system. And public radio and 
television network is considered a policy tool of realizing those objectives Because 
the delivery vehicle of information has evolved drastically nowadays, it is inevitable 
for public service media to alter the ways in which they reach the citizen. In a 
research of China’s internet users, there are approximately 505 million internet users 
in China (Liu, 2012), which is almost half of the whole population in China. Therefore, 
it is safe to say that at least half of the “majority people” in China can be reached via 
the internet. In this case, putting radio and television programs online is a logical 
development for the State government. All subsequent developments have in a sense 
dealt with the questions we face today: what are the limits of public service 
broadcasting, and how can a new field of activity be legitimized (Hallvard Moe, 2011)? 
Back in the mid-1990s, European public broadcasting institutions also struggled in the 
market competition from new market entrants (Hallvard Moe, 2011). They strove to 
find a balance between serving the public interests and competing with private media 
entities. As a result, public service broadcasters continued to change, also by moving 
closer to their competitors (see Syvertsen 1997, Born 2004, Lucht 2006). 
Today, an interesting phenomenon in China is that some government 
departments publish their quarterly work reports on Weibo (Microblog by Sina.com), 
something very similar to Twitter in the western world. In this way, the government 
has expanded its way of delivering information to the people in China, interaction 
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with citizens, as well as the public broadcasting system. Thanks to the advance of 
technology, programs from Beijing Renmin Radio Station are available over the air, 
in the cable package provided by BAMC, online streaming and on-demand for free, 
even through mobile devices. The growing coverage not only assisted the station to 
fulfill its obligation, but also opened the door for advertisers to reach out to a mass 
audience. 
Because of the media entities ownership restrictions in China, many public 
broadcasting channels charge little to no license fee, Beijing Renmin Radio Station is 
no exception. The revenue streams mostly come from advertisements, program sales 
and other commercial services/products. As noted before, the radio station often 
outsources the radio content production and purchases the copyright and ownership of 
the program from the external studio upon completion of production. The motivation 
behind hiring an outsourced company is in consideration of reducing overhead cost 
while maintaining the quality of the program. Since outsourced production tends to 
minimize the human capital needed in the production team internally, it also has an 
effect on the government funding to the Radio Station. As the production cost 
decreases, the portion related to production in the required budget would be reduced. 
The problem with this situation is that the competitive production and distribution of 
a public good would tend to drive down the marginal cost, which would be 
unprofitable for production firms. Advertiser support for the financing of 
broadcasting is a practical solution to this problem. Public programs are made “free” 
to listeners, and the potential attention of audience is then “sold” to advertisers from 
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whom station derive revenue (Economics, PBS and social values p6, 1996). This is 
why even being a public media entity, Beijing Renmin Radio Station can’t totally cut 
off advertisement from their programming line-up while outsourcing production team. 
Especially when all media networks are sponsored by the government, if one station 
stops taking advertisement, it will be considered unfair competition and cause 
economic pressure on all the other public broadcasters. 
After an overview of the public media networks in China and related literatures, 
the observation of the Radio Station in Chapter 4 would provide more concrete and 
in-depth information about the commercialization process of a typical public 
broadcasting network in China. The study taken place inside Beijing Renmin Radio 
Station consists of a 60-day participant observation, and interviews with station staff. 
The next chapter includes the subject and hypothesis of the study, research questions, 
the methodology as well as the execution of observation and interview. 
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Chapter	  3:	  Methodology	  
Hypothesis 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station, one of the representatives of public broadcasting 
networks in China, managed to develop a unique production system that enabled the 
station to offer audience-oriented commercial programs while fulfilling the 
obligations as a public media institution at the same time.  
Research Questions 
1. How does the programming department of the Radio Station fulfill the obligations 
as a state-owned media outlet? 
2. How do employees and executives perceive and respond to ratings and audience 
interactions?  
3. What are the station’s policies on programming renewal and cancellation? 
4. How does the Radio Station diversify their revenue streams in response to the 
commercialization of public media institutions? 
Introduction 
In response to the four research questions, both qualitative and quantitative 
methods were used to provide answers to these questions. The qualitative case study 
focuses on the radio network’s ability to adopt new strategies to connect with the 
audience and capitalize the programming content. Interviews, observations were used 
to collect qualitative data related to this subject. Industry report, financial and rating 
reports were the resources of quantitative data. The goal of the research is to study the 
correlation between cross-platform production flow and operation revenue of the 
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Radio Station in a commercialized environment. The narrative data were translated, 
coded and categorized in order to answer each of these research questions. 
Setting 
Based on the methodology of research, the setting of the study was located inside 
the production department of the Radio Station. About 200 employees in the 
production unit were part of the observation to study about the production flow and 
program selection. Randomly selected employees were also interviewed about 
whether any changes occurred inside the production department towards 
commercialization. In-depth interviews with sales representatives were conducted to 
illustrate the station’s business model, revenues and its correlation with content 
production. On top of that, two senior executives (VP, former governor from SARFT) 
were interviewed to provide insight on the management and strategic development of 
the new network.  
Sample/Participants  
The samples used in the study include convenience sample as well as purposive 
sample. Convenience sample is restricted in the production department of the Radio 
Station for participant observation study on programming content and production flow.  
The convenience sample consists of producers, journalists, editors, engineers, anchors 
and managers. Purposive sample includes senior executives of the Radio Station, and 
were selected based on their profession knowledge and background in this area in 
order to give insights from both management perspective. 
Producers/Writers 
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The producer is responsible for overseeing the production of a radio program. 
Sometimes this position can be divided in to two main categories based on the work 
responsibilities: the creative producer is in charge of the creation and editing of audio 
and sound while the content producer often manages and organizes the live/recording 
process, writing for a program, deals with guests, program concepts, timing and the 
overall content in the program. At Beijing Renmin Radio Station, each producer 
usually works as both content and creative producer. The word “Preditor”, which is a 
combination of “producer” and “editor”, is given to those professionals who are 
capable of doing both. Producers are not directly involved in the business generation 
process of the Radio Station. However, they are the key personnel who are 
responsible to produce quality program that attracts and satisfies the listeners and 
creating a competitive edge for the Radio Station as a whole. 
Journalists/Reporters 
Journalists gather information, investigate and observe news events at the scene, 
prepare stories, interview people and make broadcasts that inform the public about 
local, State, national, and international events; present points of view on current issues; 
and report on the actions of public officials, corporate executives, interest groups, and 
others who exercise power (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012). As a journalist/news 
reporter in Beijing Renmin Radio Station, this position requires a certain amount of 
travel outside of the production unit. And a journalist directly reports to the producer 
of a certain program upon finishing a story. 
Editors 
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Editors use a series of software tools to record, edit and upload the radio program 
to the programming library of the Radio Station. Beijing Renmin Radio station has six 
recording and editing studios inside the production center. In the north building of the 
station, studios that contain a recording room and mixing room as one unit are used 
for complex productions. 
Engineers/IT 
The duties of an engineer in the production unit include maintenance of audio 
production equipment and the automatic transmission system. In Beijing Renmin 
Radio Station, engineers also work as technical support when anyone in the station 
encounters technical difficulties from using computer or other electronic devices. 
Anchor/Talent 
An anchor is someone that presents news or information to the listeners through 
a radio program. Due to the diversity of the radio programs, some anchors are also 
defined as talents, especially in entertainment programs. As for Beijing Radio Station, 
in terms of external work options, talent enjoys a greater range of freedom than news 
anchors. There are a great amount of talent who are recruited as contingent workers 
instead of formal employees in a government owned media institution because of the 
consideration of the political standing and public image of the station. Some anchors 
of recorded narrative radio programs also do editing by themselves without the 
presence of an editor, which requires additional skills of the anchor yet improves 
work efficiency. 
Manager 
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The task of a manager varies from making programming decisions, leading 
production teams to meet objectives and maintaining the workplace environment. In 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station, there are different types of managers when it comes to 
production. Each producer works as a project manager for the production process, 
once they upload a recorded program or live program proposal to the station’s 
programming pool, the control center manager decides if a certain program or concept 
gets an approval. Also, an administrative manager located inside the production center 
is authorized to oversee the daily activities of the production crew, and communicate 
between the production team and station executives. 
Measurement Instruments 
Participant observation and interviews were used to collect data. Therefore, an 
observation journal was used to keep track of the daily activities in the production 
department. The researcher recorded the daily activities every two hours within an 
8-hour workday. Interview questions related to attitude towards listenership and 
management strategy were written before applying for access to the station. A face to 
face interview with the VP of the network helped draw comprehensive knowledge on 
this matter. However, phone or live online interview was an alternative way when a 
personal interview is was inaccessible. Data collected from interviews were recorded 
as audio files and also word documents upon approval of interviewee, which later 
were processed and interpreted into narrative data. 
 
Data Collection/Procedures 
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The data in the study were collected through observations, interviews, and 
analysis of rating and financial reports. The observations were collected from samples 
without intervention or manipulation. Interviews were conducted individually in 
participants’ office. Interviews were recorded in audio or word format for further 
translation and interpretation. 
Data Analysis 
The collected data from observations and interviews have been interpreted and 
organized with the purpose of answering research questions in this thesis. Most 
interviews and research was conducted in Chinese and translated to English by the 
researcher. Quantitative data, including revenue and rating reports, were selected and 
combined with qualitative data to answer related research questions. 
Access and Permission 
The study about the commercialization of Beijing Renmin Radio Station required 
access to the station as well as permission from senior executives to conduct the 
interviews and observations inside the studio. Access to public broadcasting networks 
in China is strictly controlled by the Communist Party. Therefore, research consent 
was needed to gain approval of all participants in the observation and interviews. All 
observation and interviews developed inside the Radio Station have been conducted 
upon the station management’s permission. In terms of ratings and financial reports, 
only the section related to the study will be disclosed in the paper and not be shown to 
a third party without permission.  
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Chapter	  4:	  Findings	  
Research findings directly related to the answering of research questions listed 
above were collected during the 60 days observation at Beijing Renmin Radio Station 
and partially from the researcher’s previous working experience at the station. The 
observation and interviews examined the daily schedule of each participant in the 
centralized production department, typical production procedure of a radio program, 
the usage of traditional broadcast and evolving digital media platforms and the 
attitudes and responses of media professionals in the station towards ratings and 
audience feedback on programming content. 
Organization Structure of Beijing Renmin Radio Station 
As part of the Beijing broadcast network, Beijing Renmin Radio Station is 
directly regulated and controlled by the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Radio, Film and 
Television, a division of the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television 
(SARFT). The Bureau is in charge of issues regarding the Beijing’s radio, film, and 
television industries. It’s the local authority that monitors and approves the content of 
radio, TV programs and films. Moreover, the bureau also oversees the establishment 
of cable channels and controls the access of satellite and cable networks (The Central 
People's Government of PRC, 2009) 
The internal structure of Beijing Renmin Radio Station illustrated is in	   the 
organization chart below. Most of the divisions are named after its functionality with 
the exception of The Chief Editor’s office. Unlike the literal meaning of chief editor, 
the office’s responsibility has little to do with actual editing work. In fact, it works as 
a liaison of the Beijing municipal Bureau of Radio, Film and Television and the 
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station itself. The office oversees the program content on all media platforms, 
publicity, administration and other related affairs inside the station. Therefore, it 
manages, mediates, controls and serves other departments in the station. 
 
 
Figure 1: Organization Structure of Beijing Renmin Radio Station 
 
Production process of a multi-platform radio program 
In its position as the leading radio station in the capital of China, Beijing Renmin 
Radio Station evolves as the technology advances. For instance, once a single radio 
program meets the rating standard, it will be transmitted over the air, on a cable 
channel and as an online live video. There are two criteria of the selection process: 
rating rankings of a program on its original channel; and its informational, educational 
or political value to the communist society as a whole, which most of the time would 
rely on the decisions from a superior management level outside the production 
department. Therefore, a mass appeal radio program is likely to consistently draw 
more audience as long as the rating stays among the top of all the programs on its 
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original radio channel.  
Among the 18 radio channels available online, 24 programs have made the list 
and are available via the three distribution methods mentioned above. The researcher 
observed and followed the production team of one of those programs called “Book 
Club” on the “Story Channel”. During the observation, the researcher learned about 
the production process and the interaction between the production team and the 
audience. 
The live program “Book Club” is hosted by one resident anchor and joined by 
two guests depends on the topic of the day. The frequency is five times a week from 
22:00 to 23:00 during weekdays. Members of the production team include 
producer/writer, host(s), photographer, and production assistant (intern). Preparation 
of a scheduled program starts two weeks before the actual air date. For instance, 
during the observation, a program scheduled on January 17th about “Tiger Mom” was 
being discussed in the production meeting on January 4th.  
Weekly Meeting 
The production crew, excluding the photographer, gathers together once a week 
at a semi-closed meeting room area, which is located along the windows of the 
production center. There were four meeting rooms in the area, and each contains eight 
seats, separated by glass walls. This particular meeting area is about 12 feet away 
from the cubicles in the working area, making the meeting rooms visible to others but 
still isolated from the unrelated discussions in the working area. These four meeting 
rooms are usually used for programming meetings, preparation with guests before 
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going on-air, and occasionally as a lounge/ resting area for lunch.  
At a conventional programming meeting, each team member reports their work 
progress, including both achievements and difficulties. The team member then 
communicates on the problems at hand and they work out a solution together. Guests 
changing schedule at the last minute before the live program is a common and 
unwanted issue to this program. In these cases, the producer has to look into the 
program database and assign another back-up guest to the show. If the number of 
guests coming to the show is going to change, then the production assistant also has to 
re-apply for “permission to enter live studio” cards for additional guests. The process 
for guest control will be discussed in detail later. When no contact in the database is 
ideal for the program, the producer asks his colleague from other radio programs for a 
referral after the meeting is finished.  
When every member has completed their weekly report, there will be a 
brainstorming session to discover potential topics for the next program. The 
discussion is all done in a relaxed, semi-formal way. Everyone who attends the 
meeting begins with sharing their personal experience or search results related to book 
reading or popular culture. Then the producer or anchor are usually the ones who 
make the decision on which topic should be chosen in consideration of previous 
programming themes, quality and value to the audience and the sensitivity of the 
content. The later one is tightly related to the government regulation on public radio 
programming as well as its influence on the public image of the nation and 
dominating Party. Program content, though it might attract a large audience and pump 
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up ratings, would not be considered if it would cast negative impact on the 
government’s reputation. 
Popular online forums, social media networks such as micro-blogs, and 
aggregated news website are used as resources for the potential topic. The first two 
online sources are clustered with user- generated content, either in written, image or 
video form. This research process is done before and after the meeting by every 
member of the team in order to stay connected to the general public.  
Preparation for Live Shows 
After the topics are selected, the producer usually initiates the discussion of 
whom to invite as a guest for a certain topic. Most of the time, the producer would 
start with one of his own contacts or previous guests of the program. If no ideal 
candidate is selected from the known connections, the production assistant/intern will 
be assigned to do research in the field to put together a list of ideal candidates for that 
topic. Meantime, other members of the team also would look into their own contacts 
to see if there’s anyone related to the topic.  
After a one-hour weekly meeting, the production crew goes back to their 
cubicles and starts the preparation work based on a timely basis. The assistant/intern 
then sends out emails and makes phone calls to invite guests to the show. The 
writer/producer begins the process of collecting news and discussion about the topic 
online, and drafts the rundown for the upcoming program. Once the guest and the 
rundown are confirmed, the assistant sends the application for broadcast to the control 
center, a division under the Chief Editor’s Office that oversees program content. It 
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usually takes one day for the control center to process the application. Upon receiving 
the permission to air, the host would go to the recording suite located in the same 
level of the production center and record a teaser for the upcoming program one week 
before it went on-air. The program’s promotional audio record is saved in an audio 
pool that is accessible to both the production center and the live broadcasting studio in 
the whole station. As a result, during the live program, the traffic coordinator who 
was assigned to monitor the live show in the live studio would pull the audio promo 
from the pool, and put it in the line-up of commercials and run it before, during and 
after the program in the same week.  
In-house Advertising Agency 
In 2011, Beijing Renmin Radio Station made a record 864 Million RMB (about 
130 million dollars) in advertising sales revenue. As a local radio station, the profit of 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station has exceeded the Central Renmin Radio Station, which 
is the only government authorized national radio station in China. As mentioned 
before, private companies are not allowed to own radio frequencies in Mainland 
China. Therefore, among all the competitors of public radio stations, Beijing Renmin 
Radio Station is one of the most successful cases of monetizing media products.  
 
 
 
Table 1: 2011 Annual On-Air Commercial Time in Beijing Radio Market 
Adapted from Beijing Renmin Radio Station Sales Review (p. 4), RBC 4Q Performance Report, 2011 
	  
Radio Station Total Length (in seconds) No. of Advertisers 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station 10647564 860 
China Central Radio Station 8750696 595 
Beijing International Station 4758826 338 
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Figure 2: Market Share Based on User Location 
Adapted from Beijing Renmin Radio Station Competitive Analysis (p. 7), RBC 4Q Performance Report, 
2011 
 
 
 
The in-house advertising agency of Beijing Renmin Radio Station is called 
“103.9 Advertising Agency”, which is named after the frequency of its most popular 
channel – Beijing Communication Radio. The agency was established in 2005 
operated and owned by the station. The business service of the agency encompassed 
advertising sales, event planning, product sales and resorts. According to the 
interview with one of the sales managers in the agency, she mentioned that looking 
for clients were not a big problem for the agency – Since the station attracts 5 million 
listeners in Beijing metro area per day, 80% of their current clients initiated the 
purchase before the account executives reached out to them. Among the station’s 
current advertisers, 60% of them have been doing business with the station for more 
than one year. The other 40% were new clients, who contacted the station for 
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China Central 
Radio Station 
China Radio 
International 
Other 
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s 
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advertising needs or referred by previous advertisers. Advertisement rates can easily 
be found on the website of the radio station – RBC.cn. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Screenshot of Advertisement Rates on Beijing Communication Radio 
Note: Screenshot of Advertisement Rates on Beijing Communication Radio, 2012. Retrieved from 
http://gbgg.rbc.cn/ggkl/201202/t20120224_678437.htm 
 
 
 
As seen in the chart, the advertisement rate varies by channel, dayparts, ratings 
and types of advertisement. Besides traditional commercials breaks, the station also 
offered infomercial, added value, product placement, digital advertisement as well as 
special event sponsorship. However, the rates for these various commercials were not 
listed on the website. Further inquiry and negotiation with an account executive from 
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the agency is needed to proceed with the media buy.  
Once the client expressed their interest to purchase airtime, the account executive 
would put together a sales package tailored to the client’s need. Things to take into 
consideration include but are not limited to rates, flight date, dayparts, estimated 
ratings, reach, CPM (Cost Per Mille), frequency, unwanted programs and competitors’ 
commercial spots. The package offered to the client not only included the spots of the 
channel or program required by the clients, but also added discounted or 
complimentary spots in lower rated channels of the station. The purpose of the 
package was three-fold: to improve the revenue for the less popular channels; to meet 
the rating/reach requirement; to build a stronger client relationship. 
Being an in-house agency of the station, 103.9 usually receives 8 – 10% 
commission, which was lower than the average standard of 15% in the advertising 
industry. However, in the upfront sales, external advertising agencies tend to pay a 
higher deposit than 103.9. Thus, the upfront cost and pressure maintaining the 
liquidity of the company is lower than a stand-alone agency. 
Inventory Management 
The sold-out rate of advertising inventory was at an average of 95% according to 
the advertising research department on a daily basis. The peak season of advertising 
was during the Chinese traditional holidays. In recent years, western holidays also 
have grown popularity among advertisers as more merchandisers are using western 
holidays as a marketing tool. Also, because the Chinese government has broken down 
the former 7-day “long holidays” in May and October, there are now more “shorter 
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holidays” available in a year. Therefore, January, February, May, June, July, October 
and December were all considered the peak season 
Although the station enjoyed an uptick in revenue growth, there were still unsold 
commercial spots from time to time. In these cases, the traffic coordinator of the 
station would inform the programming manager. Considering a solution for the unsold 
inventory, timely communication between the programming department and the sales 
department would take place. The account manager of the agency was required to 
provide a list of clients whose service requirements weren’t met by the station. For 
example, if Buick asked for a net reach of 100,000 listeners and the station was only 
able to deliver 95,000, then the account manager would put Buick in the list and send 
it to the programming department, indicating that the vacant air-time could be used as 
make-up goods for Buick in order to meet the minimum delivery. 
Besides using the time to satisfy unhappy clients, the programming department 
also considered “infomercials”, “public-interest” ads and self-promotion. A fun fact in 
Mainland China is that there are no political elections directly voted by the citizens. 
Hence, there are hardly any candidates that use political advertising. 
Preliminary Stage of Upfront Sales and Program Bidding  
Unlike the seasonal program renewal system in the U.S., Beijing Renmin Radio 
Station holds an annual program bidding every December. Also, the new 
programming schedule starts on the first day of the Lunar year, also known as the 
Spring Festival. This event is built to meet listeners’ growing demand, to encourage 
program innovation, and to attract new advertising clients while keep old clients 
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intrigued by adding new programming to the line-up.  
 
Table 2: Program Bidding Time Frame 
	  
 September October November December January 
Program Performance       
Bidding Process      
Programming Decisions      
New Schedule      
 
 
The request for proposal (RFP) process for the year 2012 started in late 
September 2011. The chief editor’s office started the process by sending a request to 
the programming department for a list of current programming along with detailed 
rating reports acquired from the research department. Program ratings were measured 
by a third-party research company named “Suo Fu Rui”. As the company sent in 
weekly updates, the research department kept tracking the performance of each 
program. By the end of October, the research department sent the annual reports to the 
Chief Editor’s office as numeral data support for program selection in December. 
Having the rating reports ready, the Chief Editor’s office makes the program 
selection based on rating rankings and feedback from advertisement department. A 
comparison of delivery in thousands and advertising rates is listed below. Based on 
the chart, ratings and commercial rates are roughly in direct proportion. Programs 
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with high listenership command higher price from advertisers. A noticeable fact is, 
the news channel is not the highest rated channel of the station. However, it has the 
second highest rate per 15-second spot among all channels. This indicates that news 
programming is a favorable choice from advertisers despite the fact that the content is 
monitored and censored by the government.  
 
 
 
Figure 4: Delivery and Advertising Rates comparison in Beijing Renmin Radio Station  
Adapted from Beijing Renmin Radio Station Competitive Analysis (p. 8) and Advertising Rates of 
Beijing Radio Station (2012) Retrived from http://gbgg.rbc.cn/ggkl/ 
 
Based on the strict rules of program bidding exemption shown below, only a 
small amount of programs could go on for another year without making any 
modifications. For instance, 3 of 20 programs were exempted from the bidding 
process in late 2011, which means only 15% of the shows were confirmed in the 2012 
schedule. The specific exemption rules are listed below:	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Table 3: 2012 Program Bidding Exemption Standards  
Adapted from Beijing Renmin Radio Station Annual Bidding Guide (p. 1-2) by Lianglei, Beijing 
Renmin Radio Station, 2010 
	  
Year to Year Market Share 
Growth  
Voted “Favorite Program” in 
Annual Audience Survey 
Professional Awards Recognized 
by the Chief Editor’s Office 
10% Required Required 
 
According to the producer of the news channel, broadcasting news to the general 
public was the Radio Station’s primary function when it was first created in 1949. 
Being part of the public broadcasting system, delivering news to the audience is a 
fundamental function of a government owned media property. Therefore, news 
programming would always enjoy its priority in the programming system. 
The news channel has also been a favorable platform for advertisers. As seen in 
the chart, the news channel has the highest share in news programming category and 
is the third highest rated program across all types of programming. 
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Table 4: Beijing Renmin Radio Station Weekly Report Week of Jan 23 2012  
Adapted from RBC Weekly Snapshot (p. 3) by Beijing Renmin Radio Station Research Center, 2012 
	  
Rank Channel Current Week Market Share% 
Previous Week 
Market 
Share% 
Week to Week 
Change % 
1 Beijing Communication Radio (FM103.9/CFM95.6) 22.979 23.140 -0.161 
2 Beijing Entertainment Radio (FM87.6/CFM93.8) 18.217 19.982 -1.765 
3 China Central Radio Station Voice of China 10.678 11.610 -0.932 
4 Beijing News Radio FM100.6/AM828/CFM90.4) 8.618 8.047 0.571 
5 Beijing Music Radio (FM97.4/CFM94.6) 6.884 6.251 0.633 
6 China Central Radio Station-Economic Channel 4.536 4.764 -0.228 
7 China Central Radio Station-Entertainment Channel 3.980 3.847 0.133 
8 China Central Radio Station-Music Channel 3.870 4.420 -0.550 
9 Beijing Sports Radio (FM102.5) 3.309 3.235 0.074 
10 Beijing Story Channel (AM603/CFM89.1) 3.055 2.901 0.154 
 
Public Bidding Process 
When decisions are made about automatically renewed programs, the Chief 
Editor’s Office informs the production center about the number of programs that 
received a “Pass” in the coming year. The ones that didn’t receive a “Pass” are 
required to enter the bidding process, a system that offers external production 
companies and station’s internal production center to pitch for new programming 
concepts. Even though news programming is part of the programming pool, this type 
of program is always exempted from the bidding process in consideration of public 
interest.  
There are a series of requirements for the bidding proposal. The initial reason for 
having a bidding process was to absorb new ideas, and encourage competitions 
between internal and external production, said the Vice President of production center. 
Before the actual bidding, the station first sent out a “Request for Proposal” to local 
audio production companies. The interested companies were to sign a short-form 
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contract regarding the proposal with the station. To be considered as a candidate 
production crew of a new program, a production company was expected to follow the 
bidding regulations, which would be discussed in the following chapter. 
According to the public bidding contract, the production company is responsible 
for the production process, but doesn’t own the content rights. Other items included in 
the contract covers deliverables, production budget, promotional activities, 
confidentiality policies, cancellation policies, technical requirements and other 
miscellaneous items related to program production. 
Annual Upfront Sales 
Annual upfront sales start right after the program bidding process in a year.  In 
mid October, the in-house 103.9 advertising agency made a list of desired client list 
based on their current customers and potential clients. All the clients are categorized 
by work industry. Because a large portion of content on Communication Radio 
consists of automotive topics, the automobile industry makes up a large proportion of 
all clients across industries. However, the station is trying to balance among various 
advertisers by providing a variety of programming. One of the account managers at 
the agency stated that ever since the program bidding process started in 2007, the 
advertising revenue of the station enjoyed increasing revenue growth compared to 
earlier years. Different from the typical upfront sales event in the U.S., which 
involves pre-screening of new programs, presentation and dinner parties, upfront sales 
at the radio station simply involves a presentation with a small groups of clients. 
Clients who decide to commit at the upfront sales would receive, on average, a 15% 
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discount of the market price, with the in-house agency’s commission already 
included.  
Other Revenue Streams 
Besides traditional advertising revenue, the Radio Station also developed a series 
of ways to capitalize on the products. Even though Beijing Radio Station is a local 
radio station, it has sold its popular programs to other major cities across China. Thus, 
CD and off-network syndication sales also bring in 400,000 RMB (Xin Sheng Dai 
2011 Spring Quarter Report) of revenue to the station each year. Other than that, 
another contributor of revenue is events and exhibition. Thanks to the popularity of 
the Beijing Communication Radio Channel, the station is invited to Beijing 
International Automobile Exhibition. For years, the host of the exhibition has reached 
a deal with the station to broadcast live during the exhibition dates. Every year, the 
station also hosts its annual “Favorite Radio DJ” event voted by fans. Therefore, this 
event also has been an opportunity to ask sponsors and advertisers to increase their 
media spending with the station. Last but not least, the station also owns several 
outdoor advertising outlets that encompass advertisement display on the interiors and 
exteriors of buses, outdoor billboards, LED billboards and building advertisements. 
Altogether, these aspects contribute to the overall revenue of the station as well as 862 
million Yuan advertising revenue in 2011 (Beijing Renmin Radio Station 4th Quarter 
Report, 2012). 
Audience Interaction 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station has been very active in adopting new technology 
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and platforms to interact with the audience. In the early 90s, the station first started 
live listener call-ins to most talk radio shows. Late night talk shows were sprouting 
during that period. As one of the station’s veteran hosts recalls, the channel she 
worked at experienced dramatic growth of listenership and audience engagement rate. 
However, a problem that came with numerous call-ins is content control. Because the 
station wasn’t using any delay during the live broadcast, there was no control over 
what the listener would say over the phone. Although the station immediately added 
new positions as “audience coordinator”, a position that acquires basic information 
and content the caller going to say before transferring the line to the host, there were 
still chances that the person called in would say things that was considered 
inappropriate for a public audience, such as aggressive anti-government comments. 
With the prevalence of mobile phones in the late 90s in China, text messaging 
was considered a more convenient way for the station to interact with their audience. 
A third party developed an SMS platform that was used to receive listener’s 
comments during the show. For example, a radio host would announce a topic and 
asked to hear about audience’s thoughts and questions. He/she would ask the listeners 
to send messages to a certain number, and the program interface would list all the 
messages sent to the station. Then the host could respond to the listeners based on the 
information displayed on the screen. The greatest benefit of using text is that the 
station could be proactive in content control, minimizing the risk of inappropriate 
comments being broadcast without censorship. 
In early 2000s, the internet was used as a new approach to expand audience 
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reach and engagement. The station started using its website to simulcast programs, 
offering radio recaps, video programs and DJ blogs. All the contents were free and 
accessible for all visitors to the website. In addition, registered users were authorized 
to comment on the website. In 2009, Weibo.com, which literally means micro-blog in 
Chinese, was introduced to China as a local version of Twitter. Due to government 
control, Twitter was blocked from internet users. Therefore, Weibo has become the 
mainstream of social media in China. As of 2011, there are currently more than 50 
million Weibo users (Sina Quarterly Report, 2012). In 2011, a local government 
department used Weibo to post their quarterly report, which indicates Weibo’s ability 
to reach massive audience in China. Earlier in 2009, Beijing Renmin Raido Station 
started using Weibo to collect listener’s feedback and comments during live 
broadcasting. Each host was required to open a Weibo “Verified” account, which 
requires additional identity verification process above average users. Instead of 
personal expressions, a verified DJ’s Weibo account should be used for work purpose, 
according to the “Notice of Using Verified Weibo Account” on the station’s internal 
website. The online platform is easy to control, providing more space for users to 
interact with DJs as well as other listeners. Nevertheless, there was still risk for DJs 
while using Weibo during a live broadcast. During the observation, one of the DJs had 
an incident using Weibo during a live talk show. In the live broadcast, she 
accidentally forgot to mute her microphone while she was commenting how the 
government just censored the post on her personal Weibo account. This case was 
reported to Officials from the Chief Editor’s office, and the DJ was warned and fined 
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for her operational accident. 
The station also holds an annual “Favorite DJ contest” among listeners. The 
initial purpose of this event is to examine the program performance as well to collect 
audience feedback. Audience of the station could vote for their favorite host or 
program via mobile app, website or mail. The 2011 voting period lasted for 6 weeks, 
summing up nearly 100,000 votes across the country. The results are usually unveiled 
during the Spring Festival week with a ceremony telecast on Beijing Television 
Station, a sister facility of Beijing Renmin Radio Station. According to the Public 
Relations manager of the Station (December 18, 2012), the contest not only improved 
audience engagement, but also brought additional revenue for the Station. 
Sponsorship and commercials during telecast is shared between the Television and 
Radio Station. On top of that, this contest is considered one of the most significant 
self-promotion events each year for the station’s frequent exposure through various 
advertisement vehicles. 
Another approach used to create dynamics with audience is the “Audience 
Monitor Group”. After studying about their audience using rating reports provided by 
Suo Fu Rui, a joint venture between CTR Market Research and the Kantar Media, the 
station found out that retired seniors and students make up a great of portion of their 
current audience group. Hence, the Chief Editor’s office decided to find the key 
demographics to make up a monitor group – a group of audiences who are paid to 
listen to the station’s programs and report to the content control department when 
anything goes “wrong”. “Wrong” could mean something as big as going against the 
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SARFT regulations, or small mistakes such as incorrect pronunciation of words. The 
members of the monitor group also rotate every 3 months, so that other interested 
listeners could have the opportunity to get involved. At the same time, the station 
could hear relatively objective yet direct feedback from a broader range of audience. 
This chapter covers essential findings from the observations and interviews taken 
place in Beijing Renmin Radio Station. The overview of the station structure is 
essential to explain the operation system and administration process of the station. As 
a leading public service broadcast network, the station is directly under the 
supervision of Beijing Municipal Bureau of Radio, Film and Television, receiving 
funding as well as being strictly controlled by the central government.  
With a general understanding of the nature of the network, an observation on one 
of the most popular radio programs provides a closer look at the production process 
and daily routines in the production center. The research on content creation also 
introduced the key participants’ job functions, responsibilities and work flow inside 
the production center.  
Advertising sales is another major department that is covered in the research. 
This section introduced the station’s competitive advantage in the market, revenue 
generation methods and development in the last decade. A further analysis on the 
sales process in the next chapter explores the motivations and goals of the sales 
management, therefore reinforces the fact of commercialization of the station. 
Another finding during the observation is the amount of audience interaction 
activities. In this chapter, the researcher illustrated various channels the station uses to 
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encourage audience involvement. The intention behind this is analyzed in the next 
chapter. The overall findings in this chapter are used as first hand material to answer 
the research questions. Eventually, the observation and interview findings as well as 
second hand data serve as arguments to explore the station’s ability to balance 
between commercialization and public service purpose.  
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Chapter	  5:	  Analysis	  
Research Question 1: How does the programming department of the Radio Station 
fulfill the obligations as a state-owned media institution? 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station was established on February 2nd, 1949 as a 
state-owned radio station. The registered capital of the station is 274 million RMB, 
with over 1000 employees as of the year 2011. The funding of the station is provided 
by the local government Beijing Municipal Bureau of Radio, Films and Television. 
According to the public files from the Bureau,  
Beijing Renmin Radio Station has the duty to broadcast radio news and 
information, to promote the economic and cultural growth via its radio channels, and 
to provide consulting, advertising, broadcast technology, media research and 
broadcast professional training service to public (Beijing Municipal Bureau of Film, 
Radio and Television, 2006). 
To meet the first duty assigned by the bureau, the news programming was 
available on the date the station was established. In fact, back in 1949, the station had 
only one broadcast channel which was scheduled with solely news programming. 
Later, the old channel has evolved into the news channel FM100.6/AM828 today. 
Currently the news channel is available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week with 168 
hours of original news programming content. Besides the non-stop news 
programming on the news channel, morning and evening news is also being simulcast 
on its sister channels, including music, traffic, city administration and service 
channels and other channels of Beijing Renmin Radio Station. As a result, news 
programming still enjoys its priority among other contents on numerous channels 
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owned and operated by the station.  
Apart from the news channel, Beijing Renmin Radio Station launched a new 
channel named “Beijing City Administration Radio” in 2006. The channel focuses on 
economy and political news, interviews and educational and informational 
programming. During the interview with the programming director of the production 
center, he stated that the reason why the station launched a stand-alone public service 
channel was to provide better service for audience with specific needs of public 
programs. And that the extensive and in depth news information on the channel could 
meet the demand of niche audience group. In addition, separating channels based on 
content also relieved the pressure of other channels to fulfill their obligation as a 
public media network. For instance, Beijing Music Radio currently has 30 minutes of 
news programming 7 days a week. Before Beijing Public Service Radio was 
established, there was an hour of news programming everyday on the music channel. 
Therefore, the existence of Public Service Channel enabled the Music Channel an 
additional 30 minutes of entertainment content rather than news programming. As 
illustrated in the rating chart below, ratings from 6:30 AM to 7 AM on the Music 
Radio are down-trending. Because the programming on Beijing Music Radio is 
music-intensive, the news simulcast during the 30-minute morning drive experienced 
a lower rating compared to its lead-in programming. A possible explanation to this 
result is that radio listeners still prefer listen to an all-news radio station when it 
comes to news programming (Gerhard & Papper, 1997). With Public Service Channel 
and Beijing News Radio, other entertainment channels under Beijing Renmin Radio 
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Station were able to focus on niche programs while delivering news to mass audience 
as a public media network.  
 
    
 
Figure 5: Beijing Music Channel Daily Rating Trends 
Adjusted from Beijing Renmin Radio Station Weekly Rating Analysis, (p. 16), RBC 4Q Performance 
Report, 2011 
 
	  
	  
The second requirement of Beijing Renmin Radio Station is to promote 
economic and cultural growth. To do so, Beijing Renmin Radio Station has expanded 
its network to nine over the air radio channels, offering news, traffic, public service, 
music, arts and entertainment, sports, family and international programming contents. 
In response to the “advocacy of advanced culture” by the Central Government’s 
“Three Representatives”, the diverse programs on these channels did expanded 
options for audience when it comes to radio services. In fact, one of the signature 
programs on the music channel of Beijing Renmin Radio Station is “Gu Dian Ye Liu 
Xing”, a program about classical music. The content on the show is very similar to a 
public non-commercial radio station WBJC FM 91.5 in Baltimore, Maryland (USA). 
The content of the program focuses on classical music with occasional background 
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knowledge provided by the host. Despite the high advertising revenue generated by 
the music channel, the network still provides educational and informational 
programming for the audience. Similarly on the communication channel, one of the 
highest rated and most profitable shows is an automobile repair show. The content of 
the show is about three automobile experts answering listeners’ questions about 
automobiles, often times involves humor. The structure and style of the program is 
very similar to the famous “Car Talk” on National Public Radio (NPR) in the United 
States. This show is another piece of evidence that the public stations in China share 
similarities with public service networks in other countries. 
In terms of distribution, nine over-the-air channels are available through online 
audio and video streaming, mobile devices and digital radio channels, giving the 
audience options on how to listen to, and sometimes watch the programs.  
The in-house advertising agency and training facility of the station take up the 
last obligation assigned by the Beijing Municipal Bureau of Radio, Television and 
Film. While the Radio Beijing Training Center offers professional broadcast training 
courses and certificates to the general public, the in-house agency works as a liaison 
between advertisers and the station. Advertising rates of each channel are open to 
public and available on the station’s website, monitored by the local media bureau and 
the public. Despite the fact that the training and advertising service is part of the 
obligation, these services are not free of charge to the public. Therefore, the third 
obligation could be deemed to be commercial operation compared to the first two 
assignments. 
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To conclude, the station provides news and public service programming to meet 
the obligation of public service. To promote economic and cultural growth, the station 
diversified its programming content and distribution channels to reach the audience. 
As for the third obligation, it is fulfilled by the affiliate facilities of the station rather 
than the broadcast network due to the consideration of commercial operation.  
 
Research Question 2: How do employees and executives perceive and respond to 
ratings and audience interaction? 
During the researcher’s observation at the station, the producer of the show 
“Book Club” received weekly rating reports of the channel and shared it with the 
rest of the production crew during their weekly meeting. During the meeting, the 
producer compared the ratings to the previous week as well as the same period in 
last year. In the last week of December, the rating of the program had dropped 
compared to last week. The producer then analyzed the possible reasons behind this 
drop, “Although Christmas is not an official holiday here, people still like to have an 
excuse to go out and celebrate. Consequently, our audience spends less time on the 
road to listen to a 10pm book reading program.” After an overview of other radio 
programs’ ratings, the producer concluded that the rating drop is a general 
phenomenon across the channels. Therefore, he decided not to do further changes to 
the upcoming program content next week, considering that there was less chance 
that the declining rating was due to the topics in the show. 
Besides the weekly comparison, the producer of the team also compared it to 
the rating performance in the previous year. “This is especially important to the 
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production crew”, explained the producer, “Because in some cases, the same show 
could be produced by a different production crew or outsourced company in the 
previous year. Thus it is a great indicator for the executives to examine the 
performance of the current production crew. And it also affects the annual bonus 
for the production crew.” 
As mentioned in the program bidding process, programs with a 15% growth in 
market share in the previous year would be exempted from the cancellation. On 
average, there were usually 2-3 programs each channel that could live up to this 
standard each year (VP of Production Center, January 5, 2012). From an 
executive’s perspective, the station’s Chief Editor’s Office took the rating 
performance of each program as a crucial factor in making decisions on 
programming renewal and cancellation. Then a vertical rating and shares 
comparison is used to get an overview of the programs performance each year. In 
other words, the shares of a program have to be at least equal to the previous year 
to be considered for renewal. If the shares were sliding, a comparison of ratings 
would be used to define if the program brought in sufficient audience to the 
channel. If a program fails to meet the ratings or shares standard, then it is highly 
possible to be chopped from the new programming schedule after the Spring 
Festival. 
During the observation and interview with the station staff, the station reached 
out and collected comment/feedback from the audience through live program call-in, 
Weibo (micro-blog), text messages, station website, annual DJ/Program contest and 
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audience monitor group. As discussed in the previous chapter, each approach has its 
distinct advantages and disadvantages. But a common problem shared by each 
platform is content control. The station staffed additional web administrator for blogs 
and websites. Moreover, the amount of call-in used in a live show is drastically 
reduced compared to 10 years ago. One of the senior hosts of the station stated, “In 
1995, there were an average of six call-ins during one hour of evening talk show; 
whereas during the same time period, a similar talk show only has no more than three 
people to call in during the 60 minutes period”. When asked about what might be the 
cause of the decrease, she indicated that there had been a certain amount of “broadcast 
incidents” during audience call-ins. Most of the incidents were related to 
inappropriate content for the public. A solution to this issue was that the station added 
an “Audience Monitor Group”. As described earlier, an audience monitor group is a 
number of listeners selected from the target demographics of the channel, and 
assigned to monitor the content of the program while broadcasting. It doesn’t have 
any legal enforcement right, but it was used to collect direct feedback from the 
audience and to inform the producers of the program about any mistakes that has 
happened during the show. For instance, if a host mispronounced a Chinese character 
on the radio and was written down by a member of the monitor group, then the report 
would be sent to the host of the show after verified by the station executives. And if 
the same problem occurred more than three times, the host would receive a fine. The 
strict control over content accuracy is one of the examples of how the station provides 
educational and informational value as a public service broadcaster. Therefore, 
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besides the station’s in-house content control personnel, the audience monitor group 
plays an important role in the content control procedure as well. 
Aside from collecting the audience’s comments on programming control, the 
Annual Favorite DJ and Program Contest is the biggest telecast event across all the 
networks under Beijing Renmin Radio Station. The contest features every DJ and host 
from each network, and is open for public voting via the station’s website, text 
message, mails and Weibo (micro-blog). In the latest contest hosted in 2011, the 
station summed 1,010,042 votes according to the voting website (RBC, 2011). 
Besides interacting with audience, the station also uses this event as an opportunity to 
look for sponsorship for the telecast ceremony broadcast on Beijing Television 
Network, the leading local television station in the Beijing metro area. Another impact 
of the voting results is that the programs voted the “favorite” by the audience would 
be automatically renewed next year, exempting from new concept bidding process. 
Therefore, the voting contest is also an opportunity for the station staff to hear 
audience feedback and a pre-selection procedure for the new programming line-up in 
the coming year. 
Other ways of interaction, such as Weibo and text message offered real-time 
interaction between the audience and the host. During the observation of several live 
broadcast programs, the researcher witnessed how the hosts were using the text and 
Weibo platform to communicate with the audience. In a live radio program, a host 
first announced a topic, and then the numbers to text or micro-blog website for 
audience to enter to express their opinions. After a commercial break, the host would 
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pick one or a number of audience comments and read on air. The comments could be 
something funny, positive, constructive opinions, suggestions, negative statement and 
anything in between. A significant difference between text message and Weibo is that, 
the text message platform is visible to the host only whereas every registered user on 
Weibo could see the comments posted on the website. As a result, the text message 
platform required less administration over the content. However, the Weibo 
micro-blog offered a platform for interaction between audience and host, as well as 
audience and themselves. 
In an earlier discussion about the station’s target audience, it was stated that a 
great composition of their audience group are senior citizens according to the research 
reports from Suo Fu Rui. These users, however, tend to use less internet and mobile 
tablets. Therefore, using a relatively traditional way to interact with these 
demographics would open more possibilities for the station to hear from them. Many 
local radio stations in the U.S. applied IVR (Interactive Voice Response) to their 
hotlines (Cross, 1995). IVR is a system is a technology that allows a computer to 
interact with humans through the use of voice and DTMF (Dual-Tone 
Multi-Frequency) tones input via keypad (Khasnabish, 2003) It usually involves the 
process of callers pressing buttons in order to select corresponding options available 
under each menu. If an IVR is developed according to audience interest, a phone call 
could be a new approach to reach out to older audience members. Considering the fact 
that the station favored new technologies, such as internet and mobile than real-time 
call-ins, an IVR system could serve as a solution for non-real-time audience 
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interaction for the station. Moreover, it is more likely that an older audience group 
would choose this option to express their opinions over other new technologies. 
 
Research Question 3: What are the station’s policies on programming renewal and 
cancellation? 
In Mainland China, TV and radio shows renews on a yearly basis around the 
Spring Festival period each year. Once a program goes on air, it stays on air for a year 
before a renewal or cancellation decision is made by next Spring Festival. Beijing 
Renmin Radio Station is no exception. Starting in late September or late October, the 
performance assessment process begins. The Chief Editor’s Office initiated the 
process in September 2011 for the 2012 programming renewal and cancellation 
decision. The Chief Editor’s Office (CEO) first sent out two requests to programming 
and research center for programming list and rating reports respectively. And the 
CEO would study the report associated with each program and channel for annual 
performance assessment. For programs that met the 15% market share growth and/or 
won the “Audience’s Favorite DJ Contest” criteria mentioned in the previous chapter, 
these programs would automatically be renewed in the coming year. Additionally, all 
the news programs are also exempted from the bidding process and automatically 
renewed for another year. For programs that didn’t meet this requirement, those 
programs would go into the general bidding process. It’s a “request for proposal” 
(RFP) sent from the Chief Editor’s Office to both in-house production center and 
outsourced production companies. This open to public bidding process put the 
program on “auction”, looking for a production company pitching new ideas to 
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reinvent the show. The criteria in bidding documents and applicants are listed below: 
Program Bidding Documents: 
l Name 
l Type 
l Air Time 
l Duration 
l Target Audience 
l Production Process 
l Technical Requirements (Audio / Video) 
l Staff Responsibilities 
l Number of Talents 
l Cost 
l Promotion Requirements 
 Program Bidding Applicants: 
l The same host/production company should not apply for programs airing 
in the same period on different channels 
l Ability to stay on duty during national holidays 
l Obey legislations enforced by local legal bureau 
l 45 days program termination notice 
l No program changes made without permission 
l Production cost report 
l Limit 5 applications per host/production companies 
l Limit 1 interview program per host 
l Outsourced company should provide certificates of qualification 
l Requirement of permit from the Station in case of production crew 
changes 
For programs that received no response during the bidding process, the Chief 
Editor’s Office would make the final decision. However, it is very likely that these 
programs are facing cancellation unless there’s not enough programming content to 
fill out the schedule.  
Based on the station’s renewal policy, it could be inferred that the station took its 
public obligation, market competition and audience feedback as its prior criteria. 
News programming, as assigned by the State government, has always been the most 
important duty of public media networks. To secure news programs position in the 
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schedule is a policy of which Beijing Renmin Radio Station adopted to carry out its 
newscast obligations. Although all television and radio networks in China are owned 
by the State government, the competition in local market is still fierce. Therefore, the 
station used market growth as a standard to examine the competitive quality of a 
certain show. While 15% of market growth in the same period last year sounds 
impossible, there are only 3 local radio networks, 24 channels in Beijing. Considering 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station has more than 63% of market share, it is possible that 
the market share fluctuates among the 3 stations from day to day, making it possible 
to reach the 15% market growth for certain programs. 
Last but not least, audience’s choice could also save the programs from being 
cancelled. On a yearly basis, there’s an average of 10 programs awarded “favorite” 
show across the networks. The fact that the station takes audience feedback as one of 
the programming renewal criteria indicates that audience comments do have impact 
on the station’s programming line-up. And the audience’s voice tends to be more 
important to Beijing Renmin Radio Station than some of those stations renewing a 
program solely based on rating performance. To be clear, rating performance of each 
program was taken into consideration on the preliminary stage of program bidding 
before giving out the “pass” to the awarded shows. 
To conclude, Beijing Renmin Station adopts annual program bidding process to 
constantly refresh its programming content. It’s a process that involves the station’s 
in-house production center and outsourced production companies. Meantime, listeners 
also participate in the programming decisions by voting for the “Audience Favorite 
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DJs”.  
Research Question 4: How does the Radio Station diversify its revenue streams in 
response to the commercialization of public media institutions? 
It may sound controversial that a Chinese public media network is trying to 
multiply its revenue streams. However, as introduced in previous chapters, all 
broadcast media outlets in Mainland China are owned by the government, without the 
existence of private broadcast network in the domestic market. Therefore, the 
competitive landscape between public media networks is just as intense as a market 
with both public and private networks in it. Driven by the competition, the broadcast 
networks strive to develop more appealing programs and to attract more audience. 
Consequently, a broader audience leads to higher ratings and higher ratings attract 
advertisers and their advertising expenses. Eventually, clients’ expenses become the 
networks revenue. With the dynamic balance of the media market, the characteristics 
of public media networks have somehow been diminished in terms of economy. To be 
precise, making profit is not at all the priority for a public media institution. However, 
in a market like Beijing, there wouldn’t be any competitive programs or a mature 
media market if none of the stations offered commercial products.  
Being one of the most influential broadcasters in Beijing, Beijing Renmin Radio 
Station never limited its revenue streams within broadcast industry. Digital 
advertisement, program CDs/DVDs, off-network syndication sales, events and 
exhibitions and outdoor advertising have all contributed to the station’s balance sheet. 
Although on-air advertisement still remains the most profitable tool, totaling 862 
million RMB sales in 2011, it is apparent that the station has made an effort to 
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diversify the revenue streams.  
How did the station come across these ideas to capitalize their products? During 
an interview with a senior account manager at the advertising agency, these different 
approaches could be divided based on its media vehicles. Broadcast advertisement is 
no doubt a relatively traditional way to monetize the airtime. Program tapes, CDs and 
DVDs sales came a little later than on-air advertisement, as well as syndication sales. 
These two channels targeted business customers, listeners in a different geographic 
area, hardcore fans and collectors. In early 2000s, when the internet was getting more 
popular and accessible, online advertisements joined the team. This new platform 
opened doors for advertisers with smaller budget, and also offered a different method 
to measure the effectiveness of advertisement. Events and exhibitions were not the 
major business for Beijing Radio Renmin Station. But it did make it possible for the 
station to look for sponsorship for its annual DJ contest. In addition, events like 
“Beijing International Automobile Exhibition” purchased airtime on the station’s 
traffic channel for hours of coverage of the exhibition, providing a steady income for 
the niche channels of the station. Meantime, with the ownership of several outdoor 
billboards and built-in LED screens in office buildings, the station also manages 
indoor and outdoor advertising business. All in all, Beijing Renmin Radio Station has 
expanded its sales to broader platforms. In terms of public media, the network’s 
operation is commercialized based on the station’s pursuit of profit. 
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Chapter	  6:	  Conclusion	  
Summary 
The researcher began the study on commercialization of public broadcast 
networks in China by introducing the media landscape in Mainland China. The 
statement raised the question “ Is it ethical and feasible for a public media property 
funded and by the government to make profit when fulfilling its obligations of serving 
the public’s interest? With an overview of the broadcast industry in China, the 
researcher introduced the subject of the case study, Beijing Renmin Radio Station and 
the characteristics of media entities in China. Then the focus of the study was 
explained, which is an insider look at the operation of a public radio station. The key 
problem examined is the ability of a public media entity in China to balance between 
profit generation and providing public service.  
In the second chapter, research provided a relatively thorough view on the topic. 
Through the comparison of current literature and information collected for the case 
study, the researcher addressed that the characteristics and obligations of western 
public broadcasting networks are applicable to Chinese broadcast stations. In addition, 
previous studies on Chinese public media also provide more objective background 
information before the observations in the next chapter. Although there are sufficient 
publications about Chinese media market, most studies are done in a macro 
environment. Very few of the literatures have depicted the changes and existing 
problems from inside of a public media entity due to the strict access control of 
broadcast stations in China. Therefore, the findings during the observations within the 
Radio Station offer an exclusive and alternative view on the everyday operation of a 
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typical public broadcaster in China. 
Chapter Three revisited the problem statement as well as four research questions. 
To answer these questions, the researcher used a combination of observation and 
interview method to collect first hand data. Furthermore, sample/participants and data 
collection process were specified. Qualitative data from interviews and various 
reports were translated from Chinese to English. Finally, a clarification of access to 
the station was listed for the legitimacy of the research.  
Chapter Four includes first hand data collected from observation and interviews 
in the station. A walkthrough of daily activities in the production center introduced 
the content creation, on-air promotion and monitor process. A cross-platform radio 
program has an average of 4 production members working in a weekly cycle. The 
production happened in a centralized production center where staff from different 
shows shares the same workspace. The government’s control over content was 
depicted in the content review section, a standard procedure that all live and recorded 
programs have to go through before airing. Aside from the production, representatives 
from the advertising sales department were interviewed to learn about the major profit 
sources of the station. The reason behind the highest advertising rate across the 
country is the popularity of Beijing Communication Radio. However, based on more 
than two-thirds of the market share in Beijing, the price published by the station is not 
subjected to the government but the market’s demand.  
The annual program bidding process was also an important link in the station’s 
operation. This distinguish process indicates the management’s emphasis on content 
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innovation. This is also an opportunity for the station to cooperate with new 
outsourced production companies and explore new programming ideas. The 
observation also suggested that audience plays an important role in content selection 
and control. With multi-platform audience activities and audience monitor group, the 
station developed various ways to reach out and collect feedback from the listeners.  
In Chapter Five, the researcher implemented analysis on both the observation 
and interview results. The data was used to answer four research questions related to 
the problem statement in the very beginning of this research. By looking into the 
station’s programming line-up and management policy, it is clear that news 
programming still remains the priority of the network and the ultimate purpose of 
serving the public interest. The staff, especially producers and executives showed 
great interest in rating reports as well as audience feedback. This indicates that the 
station produces programs based on audience research. It goes beyond the obligation 
of providing educational and informational content and is striving to meet more 
complex demands. 
The station has developed its own programming renewal policy based on rating 
performance and audience feedback. This process involves a large amount of pitches, 
assessments and contests. Compared to other public media outlets, Beijing Renmin 
Radio Station has given the audience the chance to keep about 10 of their favorite 
shows in next year’s line-up. With the exception of news programming, the decisions 
of all other shows are based on rating performance and market growth, which 
suggests that market competition is the major factor here rather than the State 
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government’s control. 
The last question was set up to explore the station’s effort on profit generation, a 
key element in commercialization. According to the research, the station has 
developed seven ways to generate revenue. Five out of seven are beyond traditional 
revenue streams for a radio station. The greatest privilege of being a public service 
broadcaster is the secure funding from the government. Without the concerns about 
operational capital, the station obviously has the potential to create more revenue than 
its costs. Overall, the station is not profit driven, because it still carries the obligation 
of serving the general public for free. However, the fact that it does expand its 
business operation to other field is an evidence of pursuit of profit. 
Conclusion 
Beijing Renmin Radio Station has not switched its primary goal from serving the 
public to making profit given its management policy. News still enjoys its priority in 
the channel line-up and is being tightly monitored by the local government. 
Educational and informational content is available on all channels. The City 
Administration Radio is filled with political talk shows and news with Communist 
Party features. After all, the nature of the station stays consistent on being the eyes 
and ears of the government. Therefore, in terms of commercialization process (Shirk, 
2010), the station is a broadcast network with public service obligation but not a 
profit-driven commercial entity. 
However, it is undeniable that the station has the same features as 
commercialized radio networks. The station developed various ways of interacting 
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with audience. Besides communicating with audience on and off air, the station also 
gives the audience the opportunity to be part of the station’s operation by participating 
in the monitor group. Furthermore, the executives of the station decided to include 
audience votes in annual programming renewal process.  
The programming renewal policy and bidding process shows the station’s 
advocacy on programming innovation. Using rating performance as a standard in 
renewal decision is a common method seen in commercial broadcast networks. The 
program bidding process allows the station to explore potential programming ideas, 
and to separate the production and distribution of the content. The separation is also a 
phenomenon that was found earlier in Hollywood studios and commercial broadcast 
networks (Windeler & Sydow, 2001). 
As for revenue generation, the station established its own advertising agency. 
Besides radio advertising and syndication, the station also involves in outdoor 
advertising, certified media training, and event planning.  
To conclude, Beijing Renmin Radio Station is a government owned and operated 
public radio network that develops commercialized products and services while 
fulfilling its public service obligation. The emerging network is a result of 
competition in a market with Chinese characteristics. 
Limitations 
Limitations of the thesis come from qualitative data, the execution of participant 
observation, and the analytical process. Firstly, the literature listed in Chapter Two 
does not cover all the aspects of the research, as there were a limited amount of 
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studies conducted on the public radio networks in Mainland China. Therefore, it may 
have affected the accuracy in portraying the radio industry landscape in China. 
Secondly, the two-month observation period may not be long enough to cover all the 
daily activities happen in the station throughout the year. Although the researcher has 
worked at the station for a longer period of time, knowledge from pre-research 
experience at the station might be biased. In addition, the interviewee and staff in the 
case study responded to the interview questions in Chinese. As a result, it is highly 
possible that the interviewee in the research didn’t give complete answers due to 
certain concerns such as the company’s confidentiality agreement. 
Future Recommendations 
For future study on this topic, the time spent on on-site observation should be at 
least twelve months to cover all the events throughout the year. Ideally, literature 
from both Western and Chinese society should be collected to draw objective and 
integrated viewpoints on topic. Most literatures reported in Chapter Two provided an 
overview of media landscape in China rather than specific case studies. However, 
more case studies on different broadcast networks in China are preferred to reduce the 
inaccuracy caused by limited sample size. In this research, the researcher did not have 
access to interview the key executives outside the production center, who could 
potentially offer more insights on managerial level.  
By the time the research completed, Beijing Renmin Station started planning on 
cooperation with Beijing TV Station in the near future. Potential activities include but 
are not limited to program production or cross-platform broadcast, such as simulcast 
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soccer games on both TV and radio. Hence, the dynamics between individual public 
media entities could also be an intriguing topic to study. 
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Appendix	  A:	  “RBC	  Attaining	  New	  Heights	  Through	  Innovation”	  
	  
	  
 
Organization 
Radio Beijing Corporation, or RBC is a state-owned radio station with 
independent transmission facilities. It was founded on February 2, 1949. The Radio 
Station is east of the overpass at Jianguomen on the southern side of Beijing’s main 
thoroughfare, Changan Avenue. The Radio Station has eight specialized channels, one 
content production center, 14 administrative departments and a wholly owned the 
Beijing Broadcasting Company. RBC employs more than 730 staff. 
  
Programs 
Radio Beijing Corporation now has eight regular radio frequencies including 
News Radio (AM828KHz FM100.6MHz), Public Service Radio (AM1026 
FM107.3MHz), Capital Life Radio (AM603KHz), Sports Radio (AM927KHz 
FM102.5MHz), Music Radio (FM97.4MHz), Literature and Art Radio 
(FM87.6MHz), Communication Radio (FM103.9Mhz) as well as Radio 774 
(AM774KHz), fifteen cable FM channels and sixteen digital channels on the Beijing 
Cable TV Network, with a total broadcasting time of 353 hours and a transmission 
capacity of 190.5 kilowatts. Besides the Beijing area, RBC’s programmes can reach 
other parts of northern China. It cooperates closely with provincial and city stations in 
China and dozens of media organizations worldwide in countries including the US, 
UK, Canada, Australia, Singapore, the Republic of Korea and Japan.  
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There are numerous flagship programmes favoured by audiences, including News 
Hotline, Driving You Crazy, Smooth Traffic on the Road, Citizens’ Taxi, Beijing 
News, 1039 Service Hotline, Traffic News, Time for Law and Order, Happy Tea 
House, News Panorama, Chinese Music Global Chart, Crazy for Songs, China Music 
Chart, Ha Ha Ha Hour, Law Arena, BangBang Brings the World to You, 974 Music 
Time for Car Lovers, Pop Wonderful Too, Whispers Tonight, Novel Reading, News 
2006, Friends of Radio, Crime Scene Tonight, Leisure Chat on Beijing, Have Your 
Say, Humour Collection; In the Public Eye, Time for Oral Literature.. 
Listeners’ favorite hosts include Wang Jiayi, Yang Yang, Wang Wei, Liu Sijia, 
Li Li, Wu Zhoutong, Wang Dong, Wang Wei (female), Liang Hong, Gu Feng, Luo 
Bing, Li Yang, Lu You, Xiao YU, Su Jingping, Zhu Yun, Da Peng, Gao Lei, Han Li, 
Zheng Yang, Teng Bing, Liu Jing, Wu Yong, Chun Xiao, Gao Ting, Li Shuang, Xiao 
DI, Liu Xiao, Jiu Jie and so on. 
By the end of 2006, RBC had won national government awards including China’s 
top Journalist prizes: 
Taofen Prize: one time 
Five-One Project Prize: 16 times 
Chinese Journalism Award: 33times 
China Broadcasting Award: The First Prize, 54 times 
China’s Radio, Film and Television Prize: 5 times 
  
Technical Innovation 
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RBC has established digital platforms for programme production, storage and 
transmission. The radio station now has 13 digital studios with matching production 
facilities and 1 video studio. In 2004, RBC purchased three world-leading audio 
matrix systems for two-way monitoring of transfer and transmission of radio 
programs. 
ISDN and Internet technologies are widely used throughout the radio station. 
RBC staff has access to a network of more than 1000 desk-top computers. A 
video-conference system has been installed in all the meeting rooms inside the office 
building. 
With the permission of State Administration of Radio Film and Television 
(SARFT), Radio Beijing Corporation has launched Digital Audio Broadcasting 
(DAB), which represents the third generation broadcasting technology. 
  
Management 
On November 28th 2003, RBC became the first radio station in China to pass the 
ISO9001-2000 quality management system. The introduction of this system has 
enabled staff to work more efficiently. Strict control of the process has ensured high 
quality in all aspects of work at the radio station, which is vital for self-improvement 
and maintaining a lead amidst fierce media competition. 
  
Market Achievement 
In recent years, RBC has been reaching more and more listeners. In 2006, the 
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penetration rate reached 56.4 percent. On average, listeners tune into RBC for over 
123.8 minutes each day. RBC’s eight regular channels (News Radio, Public Service 
Radio, Capital Life Radio, Sports Radio, Music Radio, Literature and Art Radio, 
Communication Radio and Radio 774) enjoy 68.8 percent of the Beijing broadcasting 
market share. 
RBC’s revenue in 1992 was only 6.5 million yuan. In 2006, the figure increased 
to 510 million yuan. To face fierce competition in the broadcasting industry, RBC has 
made a strategic adjustment to its advertising operations. Now, agents take care of the 
advertising business for all channels, rather than  RBC does by itself. The agencies 
are chosen through public bidding. RBC has set up two departments, one to deal with 
advertising operations and the other for management. The new system has made 
maximum use of advertising resources and broadened the profit margin. 
  
Business Expansion 
In early 2004, RBC set out its five-year development plan for business expansion. 
Whilst maintaining steady growth in advertisement revenue, the radio station’s goal is 
to actively restructure its business operation, boldly explore cross-region and 
cross-trade business expansion, promote the development of content providers, 
introduce new media and digital broadcasting, and expand the scale of the business. In 
the process of adopting this new business model, the radio station will achieve its goal 
of becoming the leader in the broadcasting industry; it will centralize financing, 
develop independently, control the development scale, and integrate with step-by-step 
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strategies. 
Currently Radio Beijing Corporation has the subsidiary companies as the 
following: Simulcast Co Ltd; Beijing Jolon Digital Media Broadcasting Co Ltd; 
Beijing Blue Sparkle Music Culture Co. Ltd; Beijing Shannon Media Co Ltd; Beijing 
Communication Radio Automobile Association Co. Ltd; Radio Beijing Training 
Center. At the beginning of 2006, newspaper supplementary <<New Radio>> was 
produced by RBC independently, thus Radio Beijing does not only rely on one form 
but also enhance its influence, essential for its cross-trade business. 
  
Public Commitment  
The public welfare initiative, “Conquer One Acre of Desert in Duolun, Return 
Beijing A Piece of Blue Sky”, was launched by Beijing News Radio. Over the seven 
years, more than 400 organizations and ten of thousands of individuals have donated 6 
million RMB to this event. The move has been recognized with an award from 
Beijing Municipal Government.  
In 2006, Radio Beijing has donated 300 thousand RMB to the construction of a 
remote suburban primary school. On the Teacher’s day of 2006, RBC donated 700 
thousand RMB to reward excellent teachers of Beijing Municipal Government. 
“Beijing Xinjiang Hetian Hope Primary School was created by RBC with a 
voluntary donation of more than 400 thousand RMB from RBC’s employees.  The 
school has been put into use officially with current enrollment of more than 240 
students. 
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Beijing Communication Radio and the Beijing Taxi Administration Bureau have 
jointly founded Beijing Taxi Hope Primary School in Wuyi County, Hebei Province. 
The efforts have helped nearly 1,600 school-age children returning to classes in eight 
years’ time. 
On November 22nd of 2004, Beijing Communication Radio was joined by other 
media organizations to set up the first “Ethical Driving Day”, in Beijing, promoting 
the idea of “Safe Road, Ethical Driving”. 
  
RBC Blueprint 
The quality management system has put wings on the ready-to-fly management 
engine of RBC. An audience-oriented management principle has required the station 
to broadcast programmes which are close to the truth, close to life and close to 
listeners.  The use of advanced technology has guaranteed the smooth broadcasting of 
all programmes. The fast growth of Beijing Broadcasting Company has enabled RBC 
to break away from the business model of relying only on advertisements. Radio 
Beijing Corporation is making determined efforts to reach new heights and stride 
dynamically to accomplish the mission of becoming a leading media organization 
both at home and abroad. 
 Dec 26th, 2007 
Note: Retrieved from the website ad.rbc.cn/bgjs/200701/t20070129_360558.htm 
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Appendix	  B:	  Beijing	  Renmin	  Radio	  Station	  Video	  Website	  
 
 
Note: Screenshot of Video Webpage of Beijing Renmin Radio Station, 2012. Retrieved from 
v.rbc.cn/video	  
